
1. Insurance Proceeds 
FEMA cannot provide PA funding that duplicates insurance proceeds.152 Consequently, FEMA 
reduces eligible costs by the amount of: 

Actual insurance proceeds, if known;153 or
Anticipated insurance proceeds based on the Applicant’s insurance policy, if the amount 
of actual insurance proceeds is unknown. FEMA subsequently adjusts the eligible costs 
based on the actual amount of insurance proceeds the Applicant receives. 

FEMA requires the Applicant to take reasonable efforts to pursue claims to recover insurance 
proceeds that it is entitled to receive from its insurer(s). If the Applicant expends costs to pursue 
its insurance claim, FEMA offsets the insurance reduction with the Applicant’s reasonable costs 
to pursue the claim. 
If the Applicant receives insurance proceeds for ineligible losses (e.g., business interruption), 
FEMA calculates a relative apportionment of insurance proceeds to determine the insurance 
reduction based on: 

The proceeds received per type of loss as specified by the insurance policy or settlement 
documentation; 
Policy limits for categories of loss as specified in the insurance policy; or 
The ratio of total eligible losses to total ineligible losses. 

FEMA Recovery Policy (FP) 206-086-1, Public Assistance Policy on Insurance, describes 
insurance reductions in detail.154

2. Non-Federal Grants and Cash Donations 
Grants and cash donations from non-Federal sources are subject to the following criteria based 
on whether the funds are provided toward a specific purpose and whether that specific purpose is 
otherwise eligible for PA funding. 

If the funds are designated for the same purpose as eligible work, the following apply: 

o The Applicant may use the funds toward its non-Federal cost share. 
o If the funds are not used toward the non-Federal cost share, FEMA considers the 

donation or non-Federal grant a duplication of benefits and reduces eligible costs by 
the duplicated amount. 

o If the funds exceed the amount of the non-Federal cost share, FEMA reduces eligible 
costs by the excess amount. 

If the funds are designated for non-specific purposes, FEMA does not consider the funds 
a duplication of benefits. The Applicant may use the funds toward its non-Federal cost 
share. If the funds exceed the amount of the non-Federal share, the Applicant can apply 
the excess amount toward ineligible work. 

If the funds are designated for a specific purpose that is not eligible, FEMA does not 
allow the Applicant to apply the funds toward its non-Federal cost share. 

152 Ibid. 
153 44 CFR §§ 206.252(c) and 253(a). 
154 www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/107564.
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